Potion of Yesterday's Thoughts

	Many people claim that this is a potion of delayed mind reading that is actually working. It is hard to tell though, because most modern people don't remember much of what they thought about yesterday.

	Truth be told this is really a spiced mild tea that is unlike any other tea. Instead of plant based ingredients it is a concentrated mixture of metawater in which scales from a Heckler of Earth have been steeped. This is a premixed concentration to be mixed with additional water or metawater if metawater is desired, bottled into tiny green vials and often carried by yuttos whom have the habit of dropping most items they carry around, thus making this one of the common items you can find abandoned.
	I once had the chance to witness the making of this product while haggling with one of the trader yuttos. After agreeing to a steep price in exchange for the biocom and permission to watch the making of the tea, I now have the skill of making this myself. Now I can pass on to other this knowledge.

Ingredients:
2 Quarts pure water ((water))
6 Scales of Heckler of Earth ((favorite iced tea, bags))
1 Cup evaporated/ crystallized Metawater ((sugar))
20-30 dried blossoms from an Immortal Fungus ((whole cloves))
Or
1/2 tsp ground Immortal Fungus flowers ((ground cloves))

	Set your personal furnace to a medium-low flame. Next, pour the 2 Quarts of water and add the Heckler of Earth scales along with the Immortal Fungus ingredient. Allow this to set long enough for the liquid to reduce by half or slightly less than half. Please note that variations will occur but the final mixture must set for a minimum of 3 hours total to achieve desired taste. Once the mixture is reduced disable the personal furnace, and allow the liquid to rest for the remainder of the 3 hours, the mixture is permitted to cool if reduction occurred quickly. After the 3 hours remove the scales, any large bits of fungus that remain. Next the metawater compound is added, mixed and dissolved into the liquid entirely. Allow this to cool to room temperature before bottling and placing into storage in an cold preservation unit. This is the concentrated mixture the yuttos produce. Keep it cold, and add it to water as the temptation seeks. You are able to take this mix as strong or as weak as you discover your taste for it, use either water or meta water by the glass ((metawater is water with sugar added as desired)).

